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The International Paralympic Committee, Adenauerallee 212-214, 53113 Bonn,
Germany (“IPC”, “we” or “us”) has transferred the governance of Para alpine skiing,
Para snowboard and Para cross country skiing to the International Ski and
Snowboard Federation, Marc Hodler House, Blochstraße 2, 3653
Oberhofen/Thunersee, Switzerland (“FIS”). Switzerland is a third country outside
the European Union but has an adequacy decision by the EU Commission.
The IPC has transferred the governance of the sport of Para biathlon to the
International Biathlon Union (“IBU”). Para biathlon will be integrated into FIS’
general Para sport initiative and managed by the IBU in cooperation with FIS
through a joint Steering Committee.
The IPC takes the protection of personal data and its confidential treatment very
seriously. In the following, we will inform you about how the IPC will process your
personal data within the context of transferring the governance of the World Para
Snow Sports to FIS and the related rights to which you are entitled.
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Initial Controller of your personal data

International Paralympic Committee
Adenauerallee 212-214
53113 Bonn
Germany
Email: info@paralympic.org
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Data Protection Officer

You may reach our data protection officer as follows:
2B Advice GmbH
Joseph-Schumpeter-Allee 25
53227 Bonn
Germany
Phone: +49 228 926165-100
Email: ipc@2b-advice.com
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Proposed new Controller of your personal data

International Ski and Snowboard Federation
Marc Hodler House
Blochstraße 2
3653 Oberhofen/Thunersee
Switzerland
Email: mail@fisski.com
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4.1

Transfer details
Transfer of public personal data and right to object

The IPC will transfer to FIS the public personal and health data relating to the
previous performances of athletes in all World Para Snow Sport competitions
excluding the Paralympic Games and the Paralympic Winter Games
(“Competitions”) automatically unless an objection is received by 29 August 2022.
This relates to the following personal data that are currently published under
https://db.ipc-services.org/sdms/web for the purpose of documenting and
maintaining in perpetuity and history of Competitions, Para sport, the IPC and the
Paralympic Movement:
o

SDMS Athlete ID

o

Preferred Given and Family Name(s)

o

Year of Birth

o

Sport Gender Category

o

Representing National Paralympic Committee (“NPC”)

o

Sport Classes and Sport Class Statuses (as shown on public
Classification Master Lists and associated with results and/or
rankings)

o

Results Data

o

Competition, Dates, Events, Event Category/Classes, Performances

o

Historical Rankings and World/Continental Cup Point Lists

o

Histories of any changes of the above data

You have the right to object to the transfer of public personal and health data
on grounds relating to your particular situation until 29 August 2022. If your
objection is successful, we will not transfer your public personal and health
data to FIS unless we can demonstrate compelling legitimate grounds for the
processing which override your interests, rights, and freedoms or for the
establishment, exercise, or defence of legal claims.
Please note, that if you provide your consent to the transfer of your non-public
personal and health data (see 4.2 below) prior to 29 August 2022, you also
consent to the transfer of your public personal and health data at the same
time that your non-public personal and health data is transferred to FIS.
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4.2

Transfer of non-public personal and health data

The IPC will transfer the following non-public personal and health data to FIS once
an athlete has consented by signing and returning the attached Consent Form.
The completed and signed consent form must be uploaded as a PDF file on
https://db.ipc-services.org/sdms/governance-transfer/fis.
Alternatively, athletes and guides with access to the SDMS Athlete Portal on
https://db.ipc-services.org/sdms/athlete-portal can login and provide their
consent online without the need to complete the attached form.
•

Non-expired Passport Data (Nationality, Passport Number, Date of Expiry)

•

Email Address

•

Date of Birth

•

Latest Photo

•

Licensing History

•

Full Classification Profile (medical diagnoses, dates of classification etc.)

•

Classification Files (electronic and/or paper-based/scanned classification
forms, medical diagnostic forms and supporting documents, medical review
requests, protest forms)

•

Sport Equipment Documentation

•

Data relating to Injury Statuses, Professional Obligations and Study Breaks
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Purposes

The IPC has originally processed your personal and health data listed in Section 3
in relation to your participation in all World Para Snow Sport competitions
excluding the Paralympic Games and the Paralympic Winter Games
(“Competitions”), and as set out in the IPC Athlete Eligibility Agreement, including
for the following purposes:
•

Facilitating your participation in Competitions

•

Registration and administration of Para athletes and guides

•

Classification of Para athletes

•

Organisation of Para snow sport events

•

Sport equipment control

•

Administration of results, rankings, and qualification to major events

The IPC will transfer the governance of World Para Snow Sports to FIS in relation
to these purposes and tasks.
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All personal and health data which has been already made public by you or with
your permission by your NPC will be transferred to the FIS for the purpose of
documenting and maintaining in perpetuity and history of Competitions, Para
sport, the IPC and the Paralympic Movement.
To facilitate your continued participation in Competitions, your additional consent
is required to the transfer to the FIS the non-public personal and health data
previously collected by the IPC. If you choose to consent, please sign and return
the attached Consent Form.
Without your explicit consent the IPC will not grant FIS any access to your nonpublic personal and health data, so no transfer of non-public personal and health
data to FIS will take place. This will mean that FIS is unable to facilitate your
ongoing participation in Competitions, and you will be ineligible to compete in the
World Para Snow Sports, subject to any alternative arrangements you make
directly with FIS.
In addition, if providing your consent prior to 29 August 2022, you also consent
to the transfer of your public personal and health data at the same time that
your non-public personal and health data is transferred to FIS.
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Storage periods

We delete the data when it is no longer required for the purposes we are pursuing,
or when you have revoked the consent or objected and there is no other legal
basis for processing it. If the latter applies, we delete the data after the other legal
basis no longer applies.
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Obligation to provide

You are neither obliged to provide us with personal data nor to consent in the
transfer of your non-public personal and health data described above.
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Automated individual decision-making including profiling

We do not use automated individual decision-making including profiling in
accordance with Art. 22 GDPR.
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Your rights

As a data subject, you have the following rights in accordance with the GDPR as
far as the respective legal requirements are met:
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Access: You have the right to obtain information about your personal data
processed by us.
Rectification: You can obtain the rectification of inaccurate personal data
concerning you. Furthermore, you can obtain the completion of incomplete data.
Erasure: In specific cases you can obtain the erasure of your personal data.
Restriction of processing: In specific cases you can obtain restriction of processing
of your personal data.
Data portability: If you provided data to us based on a contract or your consent,
you can demand that you receive the provided data in a structured, commonly
used, and machine-readable format, or that we transmit the data directly to
another Controller.
Right to object: Please see further details in Section 4.1.
Withdrawal of consent: If you gave your consent to the processing of your
personal data, you can withdraw your consent at any time with future effect. The
lawfulness of the processing of your personal data until your withdrawal will not
be affected.

You can contact us at any time to execute your rights. To do so, please use the
contact details of the Controller mentioned above under section 1.

Right of appeal: You have the right to lodge a complaint with a data protection
supervisory authority, particularly one in the EU Member State of your habitual
residence, workplace, or the place of the suspected violation, if you are of the view
that the processing of your personal data is unlawful.

This also includes the supervisory authority responsible for us:
Landesbeauftragte für Datenschutz und Informationsfreiheit NordrheinWestfalen
Kavalleriestr. 2-4
40213 Düsseldorf
Germany
Phone: +49 211/38424-0
Fax: + 49 211/38424-999
E-Mail: poststelle@ldi.nrw.de

Status: August 2022
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